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Background Information 
Child’s age: Toddler 18-24 months 
Fictitious name: “Nick” 
Location: Online Daycare Video 
Brief 
Description: 

Video of a toddler named Nick and his interaction with the toys, children and 
caregivers in his day care. 

 
 
Biological Development 
 
 

From observing Nick, I took note of his biological development. Nick appeared to have a good 

balance but there were some mishaps when he would run and be quick on his feet, indicating to me that 

his gross motor skills were in the developmental stage. According to the book, gross motor skills are 

many parts of the body coming as a whole to produce larger movement (Berger, 2016, p. 100). This is 

seen when Nick climbs up the stairs to later slide down the slide. He would hold on to the railing to aid 

his movement up the stairs and would slide down upon reaching the top, this repeated until he moves on 

to his next task. 

 Nick enjoyed playing with the different toys in the crate as well as other areas in the center. He 

interacted with red ball, which he placed in his mouth and was constantly licking it and holding it while 

he interacted with his surroundings. In addition, at the water table, his behavior was similar to that of the 

red ball, he wanted to put the objects in his mouth. His senses were all being used during this interaction. 

Nick appeared to have a good handle when using his motor skills, this is defined as small body 

movements, (Berger, 2016, p. 102), he had no issues picking or grabbing the toys within his reach. 

 According to the book, 2 year olds are very dependent on adults but have already reached half 

their adult height and their brain is already ¾ of their adult size (Berger, 2016, p. 93). This surprised me 



because Nick appeared to be of average height and weight as with his peers. He appeared healthy which 

indicated to that his nutrition was aiding his growth, contrary to a malnourished child, who due to 

neglect in these areas have less energy and are less curious (Berger, 2016, p. 111). Nick appeared to hear 

instruction well even when desired not to.  

 
Cognitive Development 
 
 
 Children ranging around Nick’s age build language at about a rate of 50-100 words per month 

(Berger, 2016, p. 121). Nick was quiet during time he was observed and the only time I observed speech 

coming from him was when he yelled with other children. The book states, “It is the emotional messages 

of speech, not the words that are the focus of early communication” (Berger, 2016, p. 115), and though 

we might not know Nick’s level of speech and lack thereof, from my observation, I assume that he will 

fall behind in this area of his development. 

 At the water table, Nick showed awareness and exhibited stage six of sensorimotor intelligence. 

He received instruction from adult to not place in mouth the toys but when adult turned away from him, 

he tried again with the attempt to not get caught. Nick demonstrated that he thought ahead before doing, 

which is what stage six is (Berger, 2016, p. 112). In addition, by initially following the instruction the 

adult gave him, he showed that he understood and was conscious of what was desired of him, but chose 

not to follow instruction given to him. 

 The center was very full and active. I noticed that Nick watched the other kids and tried to mimic 

their actions, be it with the toys they played with or what they did to and with it. There was a boy who 

Nick observed, the boy knocked over some of the blocks on the slide, Nick watched and did the same 

thing. This comes to show that children learn from a wide range of people from simply observing 

(Berger, 2016, p. 119). 



Psychosocial Development 

 

Nick appeared comfortable in the center; he played with other children, adults and interacted 

with those in his surroundings. His level of comfortableness makes me assume he attends the center 

regularly, seeing as he displayed no level of wariness, fear of unfamiliar people, such as the adults and 

children or displayed any anxiety (Berger, 2016, p. 119), rather he walked with an air of familiarity. 

  When Nick imitated the behavior he observed, he demonstrated social learning (Berger, 2016, p. 

152). Such like when he tried to throw the red ball in the air like the adult had done when he handed her 

the ball previously, and when he tried to jump on the log like one of the older kids did. According to 

social learning theory, we adopt rewarding behaviors and avoid behaviors that appear unpleasant. Nick 

believed that the behaviors warranted reward when he performed them, so he adopted the behaviors, 

 I found it really mind boggling that even with the adults watching over him and the other 

children in the center, Nick was pretty independent for a child his age. In addition, he had a health 

relationship with the adults such like when he was instructed by them or when they wanted to play with 

him. But he didn’t require their attention to move around the center to be content. Children of ages 8 

months to 2 years, display “classic secure attachment”, meaning that they interact, play, and when adult 

is gone, demonstrate anxiety (Berger, 2016, p. 139). 

 According to the textbook, 20 percent of infants in the United States are nurtured by their 

mothers (Berger, 2016, p. 155), which is why it is important to take not of how the children interact in 

the center. Opinions differ on care outside the home and though research says that cognitive 

development is essential in day care, it can be a cause for problems in the future, ranging from hitting to 

disobeying (Berger, 2016, p. 155).   
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